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With GL 4.3 AoA Getting Done, Arceri Is Trying A GL 4.4 Extension [2]

Timothy Arceri is the independent developer that started out doing some crowd-funded Mesa
OpenGL extension development that was successful so he did a second crowd-funding
campaign to do more Mesa feature work. That second extension, ARB_arrays_of_arrays,
finally appears nearly complete so he's decided to work on another extension.

10 Useful Utilities For Linux Users [3]

In this tutorial, I have collected 10 useful utility tools for Linux users which will include
various network monitoring, system auditing or some another random commands which can
help users to enhance their productivity. I hope you will enjoy them.

Plex Media Server 0.9.12.13 Arrives with Important Fix for Artwork Download [4]

Plex Media Server, an application that makes it easy for everyone to stream movies, TV
shows, and online content on other devices, like smart TVs, has been upgraded and is now
available for download.

DVDStyler 2.9.4 Free DVD Authoring Software Is Out for Linux, Windows, and Mac [5]

Alex Thüring has announced a new release of his open-source, free and cross-platform DVD
authoring software, DVDStyler 2.9.4, which lets users create professional-looking DVDs with
just a few clicks.

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server for SAP Applications Now Available on Amazon Web Services[6]

Red Hat Incorporated (NYSE:RHT): Red Hat Incorporated remains continues to be rated at1.47[7]

Open source curriculum for EMEA universities [8]

The firm said student materials for Red Hat Academy are available online.

Ubuntu Is Planning To Make The ZFS File-System A "Standard" Offering [9]

While the ZFS file-system isn't supported by the mainline Linux kernel due to the Oracleowned file-system being under the GPL-incompatible CDDL license, Canonical is making
plans to offer ZFS on Ubuntu in some standard way.
Through the wonderful ZFS On Linux project there is a native port of the ZFS file-system
driver to Linux natively (unlike the ZFS FUSE implementation) but due to the GPL vs. CDDL
licensing issue it can't be mainlined into the Linux kernel.
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